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shovel and deer-horn pick were disinterred. Sir H. de la Beche
thought these discoveries showed that a considerable change had
taken place in the relative levels of sea and land since man inhabited
Cornwall. The submerged forests show a sinking to the extent of
70 feet. Much information regarding the changes of level in
Cornwall is included in Mr. Ussher's Post-Tertiary Geology of that
County, 1879, and he concludes that there has been so much sub-
sidence since the Glacial period that only what was the watershed
now remains. Mr. Pigeon, in the very article I am questioning,
admits that there have been enormous encroachments of the sea in
Torbay since maps were published; but how could these occur,
without subsidence ? Torbay is a deep indentation of the coast, of
a form that suggests that detritus would not be rapidly removed out
to sea by currents, and so fast a destruction of the coast must have
led to the formation of shoals were there no depression, in progress.
Mr. Blanford indeed pertinently questioned how smelting hearths
could have been situated 10 feet below high-water mark. I think I
have pointed to sufficient material, hastily looked up, to prove that
while Mr. Pigeon's facts are valuable, the conclusion he has drawn
from them is based on a misconception of the amount of change our
coasts have undergone since the human period. The difficulty is
not to find a coast-line that does present evidence of recent changes
of level, but any that does not. When we find so guarded an
observer as Dr. John Evans expressing the opinion that the whole of
Southampton Water has been excavated since the deposition of the
Hill Head Gravel, and stating that in the gravel at Southampton
Common, water-worn flint implements are met with at an elevation
of 180 feet above high-water mark, and at 130 feet at Bournemouth,
and that since Britain was inhabited by man a tract of country
fifteen miles long and five or six miles broad has been swept into the
sea, and the Isle of Wight severed from the mainland, we need
hardly make a difficulty in admitting that the Torbay Forest has
subsided even 40 feet. The late Mr. Godwin-Austen in his celebrated
paper proving the English Channel to be due to depression and not
excavation, made some such remarks as these, with which I cannot do
better than conclude this protest: " That the whole area of the English
Channel had at one time a higher level, is directly proved by the
numerous instances along its shores where old forest ground passes
beneath the present sea-bed ; these forests include elm, oak, chestnut,
hazel, and especially Pinus sylvestris, none of which have their usual
habitat along the sea-border. No wooded tracts came down to
the present coasts of the Channel, nor even single trees of any bulk,
yet in many instances the trees of these submerged lands had attained
considerable magnitude."

II.—INTERMITTENT STREAMS IN BERKSHIRE.

By Professor T. RUPERT JONES, F.R.S., F.G.S., &c, &c.
r p H E Lambourn river, in Berkshire, which rises from springs
JL in the Chalk hills between Up-Lnmbourn and Chipping-
Lambourn, and receives other springs lower down, has been dry for
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about six miles between Lambourn and Shefford this winter; and
the Winterbourn, a smaller stream, which rises close to the Ford, at
Chapel Copse on the Leckhampstead estate, near Chieveley, has
also been dry from its source to near Bagnor (nearly four miles),
where it joins the Lambourn.

The Lambourn was dry, as above, in 1854 and 1871, and
formerly it had the credit of always having a smaller stream in
winter than in summer, and thus being less lavish of its water
when all the other rivers were flooding the Kennet. Mr. Walter
Money, F.S.A., of Newbury, states that it gets dry usually about
Michaelmas, and runs again about February, when abundant trout,
good in colour and flavour, go up the stream, which keeps full in
the summer. In the "Transactions Newbury District Field Club,"
vol. i. 1872, p. 147, Mr. Hippisley remarked that the Lambourn
was dry at its source on November loth, 1870, and that it began to
run again on Feb. 24th, 1871, and on the 6th April, it flowed over
the weir of the fish-pond. In the volume referred to, a photograph
illustrates this prettily wooded " Source of the Lambourn."

The Winterbourn is usually deficient: but after the wet years of
1879, 1880, 1881, and 1882, the brook rose and ran freely (according
to Mr. W. Fisher, formerly of Winterbourn). After the very wet
year of 1879 it was running strong in December, though the rise is
usually expected in January or February; and, if not by that time,
it does not appear at all. It flows (he states) about four times in
seven years; and usually dwindles away by the end of July or in
August.

Mr. Horton, of East Ilsley, Berks, states that the little river Pang,
ordinarily having its rise in the Chalk near Hampstead-Norris, in
very wet winters begins at Hodcot, near West Ilsley (four miles to
the N.W.), and forms (as it did in 1882-3) a chain of ponds in its
course through East Ilsley, where it comes once in five or six years.
These head-waters of the Pang, when running through the fields
between Ilsley and Compton, slacken in April, and are lost for about
100 yards in fissures of the Chalk underground. Mr. W. Money
adds that, in his " History and Antiquities of the Hundred of
Compton," Mr. Hewett mentioned the springs near Ilsley as having
been particularly high in 1799, 1809, 1819, and 1839. Another
statement, referred to, is that they burst out of the Chalk about once
in six years, and " never till the Thames has been thrice flooded."
Dr. Plot, in his " Natural History of Oxfordshire, etc.," long ago
noticed that when the springs failed, the crops were unusually good.
Mr. W. Money says that this was the case in 1884.

The subject of "intermittent streams" has been treated of by
Dr. John Evans, F.R.S., etc., when describing the Bourn at Berk-
hampstead, in the "Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural-
History Society," vol. ii. (1884), pages Ivii-lix ; and Mr. W.
Whitaker has described the Croydon example in the " Memoirs of
the Geological Survey," etc., vol. iv. (1872), pages 391, 392; and it
is known, from general observation and from careful experiments
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on the relative percolation of water through different soils and
rocks, including chalk, that all streams are dependent upon the
rainfall. The water sinks more or less perfectly and rapidly into
the Chalk hills,, until it is stopped by an impervious layer of clay, or
other dense material, such as the Chalk-marl, or, if this be fissured,
the Gault below it. The Chalk is some few hundreds of feet thick,
and becomes highly saturated (in its minute cracks and larger rifts
and fissures) with the rain-water; and this reaches upwards to
a plane coinciding roughly with some of the hill contours, and
also sloping down to the levels at which this underground water
is discharged in the valleys intersecting the country. These, when
cut down as low as, or below, the liue or plane of saturation,
may be said to " tap " the subterranean store of water; and they
have continuous streams, from weak places in the Chalk, as long as
the rain-water saturates the Chalk up to the level of the old springs,
which rarely fail. After a larger supply of water than usual
(perhaps months after a rainy season, or perhaps soon after a heavy
rain, according to the amount of rain and the rate of percolation),
the subterranean store of water will rise above the previous average
level; and, reaching some crack or opening in the surface of the
Chalk, it will leak out, or run freely as a spring and stream, until
the underground water of the hills is reduced to its ordinary level.
Such occasional and temporary outpourings are known as Bourns,
Winterbourns, Nailbourns, Woe-waters, etc.

With respect to the empty condition of the Lambourn and
WTinterbourn in Berkshire, evidently the " plane of saturation" in
the neighbouring hills has been reduced to a very low level, below
the feeding cracks of the usual springs. If the country has been
fortunate in getting plenty of rain of late, it will have full streams
again in due time. Mr. Horton says that the plane of saturation is
now reduced below the average level of the water in the wells in
the neighbourhood of East Ilsley, and that the scarcity of water has
been unprecedented for many years.

Formerly it was supposed that the water accumulated in one or
more large reservoirs or catities, connected by curved fissures with
the surface ; and that, when the water had filled both the cavities
and the fissures up to and above the highest level of an upward
curved pipe-like communication with the outside, the water would
begin its outflow, and continue until the lowest practical level was
arrived at by this syphon action. This hypothetical explanation of
the phenomenon of a winterbourn is now superseded, and thought
to be quite unnecessary in view of the facts above mentioned, as to
the plane of saturation, and its intersection by valleys, with fissures
tapping it at ordinary levels, and its occasional uprise to higher
cracks, which give vent to the surplus water at uncertain periods,
either shortly or long after heavy rains, as the case may be.—
" Newbury Weekly News," January and February, 1885.
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